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Abstract
Timely transfer of long, continuous data streams and
handling data omission are stringent requirements of multimedia applications. To cope with these requirements, we
extend well known mechanisms for inter-address-space data
transmission, such as zero-copy and fast IPC, by the notion
of time. Therefore, we add a time track to data streams and
add mechanisms to limit the validity of data. For cases of
overload we add notification and revocation techniques.
Inadequacies of current IPC mechanisms Efficient interprocess communication schemes for long data transfers
in non real-time applications [2, 5, 6] address the problem
of copy avoidance by using shared memory. But they do not
cover issues of time, such as data loss due to CPU shortage.
In hard real-time systems data loss does not occur, because the entire system is designed for the worst case regarding resource needs during execution. However, this results in poor resource utilization and is therefore not practical. Designing the system for the average case improves
the overall resource utilization [4, 1], at the cost of quality.
Resource shortages during execution can happen and lead
to data loss then. To cope with this, data loss should be
expressed at the communication layer.
Tolerating occasional resource shortages allows multiple
applications to share resources, e.g. memory pools for communication buffers. This in turn requires retracting these resources in overload situations and hence must be supported.
The DROPS Streaming Interface The DROPS Streaming Interface (DSI) is our approach to a real-time interprocess communication subsystem. It defines a user-level
timed packet-oriented zero-copy transport protocol between
real-time components. The data flows are represented by
streams with assigned traffic specifications.
For actual data transfer, DSI uses a consumer-producer
scheme on a ring buffer containing packet descriptors. The
packet descriptors provide an indirection for data access and
allow a flexible use of the shared data buffers.
The specifications of streams in DSI base on jitterconstrained periodic streams (JCS) [3]. JCS allow to esti-

mate the resources needed for a given stream, e.g. buffer capacity. On stream creation, DSI uses these estimates when
establishing the shared data buffers. If the communication
peers behave conforming to their specification, no buffer
shortage and no data loss occurs.
In cases of resource shortages, the communication peers
cannot always meet their traffic specification. To cope with
this at the sender, DSI adds timestamp information to the
transferred data packets. To cope with resource shortage at
the receiver, DSI limits the validity of data by time. This
means, the data packets produced at the sender will expire
after a certain time, even they were was not consumed by
the receiver. For both techniques, DSI uses virtual time,
which is assigned to and stored together with each data
packet. The virtual time corresponds to the position of the
data in the entire stream. The mapping of virtual time to
real-time is the responsibility of the communication partners.
A problem arises when the expiration of data must be
enforced. It must not impose any blocking, but the sender
must know for sure, that the receiver will not continue to
access old data anymore. Thus sending a message to the receiver and waiting for an answer is not an option. To enforce
the expiration of data DSI uses virtual memory techniques.
For this, the sender can request retraction of shared memory pages from the receiver. When the receiver noticed the
retraction, it requests re-establishing the memory mapping.
This allows an immediate notification without blocking.
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